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You

have

in

your

hands

Cancer

Patients

Aid

Association’s annual report for 2017-18. As I look back
on the year that has just passed by, I can sum up by
saying that it has been a year of many triumphs.
Every year CPAA organizes fund raisers that ensure that
we are able to reach out to more and more patients
and help them receive the treatment they require. This
year we have had exceptional success in this regard.
We started the New Year with our participation in the Tata Mumbai Marathon which helped raise Rs.
1.2 crores. Our heartfelt thanks to Kotak Mahindra Bank, HSBC Bank and over 100 individuals for
choosing to support CPAA. This was followed by our annual Fashion Show at the NSCI Dome which
showcased the creations of Abu Jani and Sandeep Khosla and Shaina NC. The models were achievers
from different fields, most of them walking the ramp for the first time. On the occasion of Childhood
Cancer Day, we initiated ’Giving Smiles’ which organizes edutainment programmes at KEM and Wadia
hospitals once a week. This has been made possible due to the generous donation of Drs. Sharada
and Ashok Sarnaik. Lillette Dubey has been a regular supporter of our work. This year, too she
organized a charity show of ’Salaam Noni Appa’, her successful play at Sophia Hall. In order to debate
the unique needs of cancer patients, we have created a platform that brings together patients,
counselors and leading doctors to discuss the path going forward. Dr. Suresh Advani, rightly identified
as the father of medical oncology, led the discussions on treatment of cervical cancer.
Every year the World Health Organisation and CPAA observe World No Tobacco Day through unique
competitions aimed at engaging the youth followed by concerts by popular artistes. This year we
received a landslide of participation in the form of posters on the theme of the harms of second hand
smoke. The concert by Farhan Akhtar exceeded every expectation. Ghazal Khazana is a programme
that is anticipated by the audience and performers alike. Once again, a rainbow of artistes, newbies to
seniors, put in their heart and soul made it an evening to remember. Rose Day was celebrated with
gusto in September and ’Colours of Life’, our annual art exhibition and sale was a grand success. At
the same time our regular events of awareness lectures, public forums, screening camps, support
groups, entertainment programmes are proceeding apace.
We thank you for your support in the past and look to you for your continued assistance as CPAA
marches into its 50th year.

Y K Sapru
Founder Chairman & CEO
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CPAA's provides
p
fina
ancial, emotio
onal, medical and practiccal support to
o cancer patiients and the
eir carers.
CPAA's dedicated
d
team augmentted by traine
ed volunteerss and social workers,
w
aims to meet evvery need
of the patient
p
to support them through the
eir cancer jou
urney. They meet the pa
atients and the
t caregivers at
a different stages of th
heir treatmen
nt process namely
n
– at diagnosis, d
during treatm
ment and
follow up.
u They actt as a bridge
e between doctor
d
and patient. Ourr volunteers can be see
en at the
following hospitals in Mumbai: Tata
T
Memoria
al Hospital, Cama
C
and Allbless Hospittal, BYL Nair Hospital,
M
Lokm
manya Tilak Municipal General Hosp
pital (Sion Hospital), Dr. Balabhai
S L Raheja Fortis, Mahim,
B Jerbai Wadia
W
Hospita
al, K E M Ho
ospital, Princce Aly Khan Hospital, Ho
oly Spirit
Nanavatti Hospital, Bai
Hospitall, Andheri. You
Y
will also find us at the All India Institute of Medical Science (AIIMS) in New
Delhi.
d by CPAA brroadly are:
The Patient Care servvices offered
•

Budgeted Financcial aid

•

c
diagnosis, treatme
ent and side effects
Information on cancer

•

ess to free orr subsidised medicines
Acce

•

Med
dical, psychological, spirittual and grieff counseling and guidancce

•

Support Groups

•

d Bank
Food

•

Connect with do
octors

•

ments
Diettary Supplem

•

Hom
me visits

•

Acce
ess to related
d resources

•

Mob
bilisation of funds online
e and throug
gh other charritable trusts

Basic in
nformation booklets
b
on various can
ncers are made
m
availab
ble at the h
help desks of these
hospitals. We have also compiiled and pub
blished a caancer resourrce directoryy entitled 'SSahayata'
which is a quick refeerence on community help
h
and
welfare se
ervices pertaaining to caancer related
d issues,
providing credible info
ormation on
n cancer and
d related
resources in the city off Mumbai.
orting cancer patients an
nd care give
ers through the
t difficult cancer journ
ney from
In addition to suppo
diagnosiis to treatmeent, CPAA tries to provid
de moments of happinesss, joy and laughter in the lives of
cancer patients. Exxcursions, movie
m
showss, trips to amusement
a
parks, partties, workshops and
celebrityy meetings provide mu
uch needed relief to th
he patients and their faamilies and creating
magical memories.
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Survival and rehabilitation is a vital step in the long and arduous cancer treatment. Since 1987, the
Rehabilitation Center has provided hope and support to thousands of cancer patients and their
families. After completion of treatment, the emphasis shifts from treatment to practical and economic
support, so that the patient and his family are empowered to lead lives of dignity and respect. The aim
of the Rehabilitation Centre is to reinstate cancer patients and caregivers into the mainstream of life
by empowering them with Skill, Capability and Confidence. Furthermore, working along-side people
who are going through similar situations can be cathartic and therapeutic to patients and their family.
Frequent outings and events keep the environment positive and cheerful for all.
Imparting Skill: Tailoring, Printing, Box Making, Binding, Painting, Envelope making, Candle making
and various arts and crafts are taught at the Center. These
skills are of even more relevance to cancer patients with
physical disabilities or young patients who are not able to
continue in their previous jobs or complete education as job procurement and earning a lively hood is
next to impossible. These skills go a long way in making cancer patients and their families self
sufficient.
Employment: A regular job with supportive and understanding work environment and a guaranteed
wage gives security to the patient and his dependants, relieving them of the anxiety of losing the job
due to illness or absenteeism without having to compromise on treatment.
Prosthesis: The high-quality, low-cost breast prosthesis developed in-house in CPAA is extremely
popular as it is comfortable, practical, economical and convenient to use in the Indian climate. Breast
cancer patients, who have undergone mastectomy and cannot afford to buy commercially available
breast prostheses, are referred to the center by hospitals and surgeons.
Food Bank: Patients and their family, especially children and
senior citizens get basic and high protein grains like rice,
cereals, pulses, milk powder and protein powders on a
bi-monthly basis.
Logistical Support: Patients coming to Mumbai for treatment are compensated for rent and
conveyance during their tenure at the center for themselves as well their accompanying care-giver.

Education: Childhood cancer patients or siblings or children of patients are given monetary support
to encourage them to continue with their education or vocational training to secure a better future.
Gift Shop: The gift shop is the lifeline of the center which ensures continuous and seamless support
to the workers, patients and families dependant on it. The high quality products like diyas, Ganpatis
and other terracotta items are most popular in festive times. The hotel linen; exclusive and elegant gift
items; stationery products are hugely popular and keep the workshop busy through the year with
sales. Corporate orders from reputed organisations and regular customers encourage this enterprise.
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Lack of information
i
is one of the
e major prob
blems in canccer control in
n India. A larg
ge number of
o people
are igno
orant about our
o inapprop
priate lifestyles and socie
etal practices, which are responsible for high
rate of cancer
c
incide
ence in India
a. CPAA's aim
m is to educcate children and the gen
neral public on signs
and sym
mptoms of ca
ancer, risk and causative factors,
f
ill efffects of tobacco and othe
er related isssues. This
is achievved through awareness lectures, ope
en forum pro
ograms, info
ormative brochures and booklets,
infomerccials and sho
ort films and tobacco cesssation programmes. The
ese ongoing measures are crucial
not onlyy to create ca
ancer awaren
ness, but also
o to reduce stigma
s
relate
ed
to cance
er.
Awareness Literatu
ure: CPAA develops an
nd publishe
es informativve
b
on
n various type
es of cancerss, treatment therapies,
t
sid
de
cancer brochures
effects and other cancer-relatted issues in English and region
nal
a
treatment
languages. These available outt at various hospitals and
e on symptoms, risk factors, treatment
centres. The brochurres elaborate
a
and endorse
ed by conccerned expe
ert
options and are approved
oncologists.
areness lecttures and open
o
forum programs targeting
t
Lecturess and Open Forums: Cancer Awa
audience
es from diffe
erent strata of
o society were organised
d throughoutt the year. Th
hese sessionss educate
and info
orm people about lifestyle
e issues that can cause ca
ancer and prrovide inform
mation aboutt changes
that can
n be made to
t reduce th
heir risk of contracting
c
cancer.
c
Special emphasiss is given to
o lifestyle
issues th
hat impact lo
ocally prevale
ent cancers such as breast, cervical, he
ead and neckk and prostatte cancer
and especially to the
e ill-effects of
o tobacco usage.
u
These
e sessions are
e conducted
d in schools, colleges,
factories, hotels, residential facilities
f
and
d offices, in English,
hi. They foccus on the correlation between
Hindi and Marath
A
iss created
lifestyle and canccer. Cancer Awareness

through

ntations giviing facts ab
bout risk facctors, myths,, specific
presen
cancerrs - early sign
ns and symp
ptoms, statisttics of prevale
ence and
preventiion, with the
e help of possters and brochures to po
ortray a realisstic picture about cancer and help
remove the perceivved stigma. Oncologists, specialists and surgeon
ns are invite
ed to condu
uct these
p
discussions to dissip
pate myths and
a establish
h facts aboutt cancer. Even
n remote
sessionss as well as panel
areas an
nd rural regio
ons are targe
eted to create
e cancer awa
areness in ina
accessible groups or com
mmunities
who nee
ed it the mo
ost. The messsages are reinforced
r
in
n innovative ways like skkits, surveys, posters,
drawing competition
ns or slogan writing com
mpetitions, mass pledges, etc. Special awareness programs
p
nned around
d global eve
ents like Wo
orld Cancer Day, Interna
ational Wom
mens' Day, World
W
No
are plan
Tobacco
o Day, Breast Cancer Awareness Montth, etc.
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Early detection of cancer greatly increases the chances for successful treatment. Providing education
to promote early diagnosis and screening and recognition of possible warning signs of cancer and
taking prompt action leads to early diagnosis.
CPAA's Early Detection programme is an efficient, patient-friendly, screening process, that aims to
detect early signs and symptoms of commonly occurring cancers in India namely breast and cervical,
head and neck cancers and prostate cancers. This screning is conducted jointly by a Physician,
Surgeon, E.N.T specialist and gynaecologist and supported with blood tests and radiological
investigations where advised. A blood sample is taken for CBC test and a Pap smear test is carried out
for women. Healthy individuals from a cross section of the society to include various community
groups, social service organisations, churches, underprivileged groups, families in residential localities,
corporates, blue-collared workers, teachers and parents at schools and colleges, and the staff and
families of civil services and armed forces were screened. Suspected and detected cases were advised
further tests and treatment.
CPAA provides international state-of-the-art Hybrid Capture 2 testing facility for high risk HPVs at the
Mumbai Center. The test detects clinically relevant HR-HPVs indicating risk of cervical cancer in Indian
women. Initiatives are taken from time to time to provide free HPV tests for marginalised women to
screen for cervical cancer. A recent targeted initiative has been CPAA's 'Zero Cervical Cancer '
campaign. Log on to our website www.cancer.org.in for details.
In addition to this, CPAA has an in house Cancer Screening centre
that offers all the above services under one roof allowing healthy
people to walk in and undergo screening for cancer. CPAA runs a
diagnostic clinic and pathology lab at Naigaon, Mumbai where free
cancer screening clinics are conducted once a week.

On-site screening camps were conducted at subsidised rates primarily in Mumbai, New Delhi, Pune
but also India on invitation. The focus was on providing screening services, especially for those who
otherwise have no access to medical facilities. Those detected with cancer at our camps and clinics are
provided full support throughout their treatment journey.
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Cancer Research forms an innate part of CPAA activities with the major objective being translational
community based research projects and the study of psychosocial effect of cancer on patients and
their family members. The analysis is validated and disseminated through publications in peer
reviewed national and international journals, presentation in conferences and communicating the key
messages to the community. Translational research is conducted on what the genetic make-up is that
makes an individual susceptible to cancer or protects them against cancer in the face of faulty risk
enhancing habits. CPAA is uniquely positioned to understand the psychological issues that arise when
a family member is diagnosed with cancer. We conduct research on appropriate topics affecting
patients, parents, children and siblings.
The group is actively associated with biomedical research in cancer and during 2017-2018 published
the following papers in peer reviewed impact factored journals.
RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS:
•

Perceived Risk, Anxiety and Alexithymia in Sisters of Breast Cancer Patients
2018: Veena Mishra and Dhananjaya Saranath | Journal Womens Health, Issues7 Care 2018, 7:2.
DOI: 10.4172/2325-9795.1000303

•

In-silico Identification of Small Molecules Targeting H-Ras and In-vitro Cytotoxicity with
Caspase-Mediated Apoptosis in Carcinoma Cells
2018: Hetal Damani, Dr. Dhananjaya Saranath, Soma Das, Prashant S. Kharkar, Anjali A. Karande |
2018. J. of Cellular Biochemistry, pp 1 – 12.

•

OMICS, Oral Cancer Molecular Landscapes, and Clinical Practice
2017: Wendy D’Souza and Dhananjaya Saranath | OMICS A Journal of Integrative Biology, 21
(12),doi: 10.1089/omi.2017.0146

•

Single nucleotide polymorphisms in an Indian cohort and association of CNTN4, MMP2 and
SNTB1 variants with oral cancer.
2017: Subuhi Yete, Sultan Pradhan, Dhananjaya Saranath | Cancer Genetics, 214-215, 16-25.

•

Synthesis and characterization of gold conjugated Back housia citriodora nanoparticles and
their anticancer activity against MCF-7 breast and HepG2 liver cancer cell lines.
2017: Roshanak Khandanlou, Vinuthaa Murthy, Dhananjaya Saranath & Hetal Damani | J Mater Sci
DOI 10.1007/s10853-017-1756-4

•

Breast Reconstruction: A student from UK was mentored to carry our research on how breast
reconstruction is viewed by patients in India. 20 patients who had undergone reconstruction and
20 who chose not to were interviewed and a paper has been submitted.
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ABSTRACTS AND POSTER PRESENTATIONS:
•

Challenges in India About Breast Cancer and Breast Reconstruction
Methil B, Maudgal S, CANREHAB 2017 | Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai-7th-9th April, 2017

•

Understanding the Experiences of Breast Cancer Patients in Seoul, South Korea-Patient
Reported Outcome Study
Maudgal S, Han W | 44th Annual Meeting of Korean Cancer Association and 4th International
Cancer Conference, Seoul-21st – 22nd June, 2018

•

Alexithymia in Breast Cancer Patients and Their Sisters in Seoul
Maudgal S, Han W, e-Poster presentation | UICC World Cancer Congress, Kuala Lumpur-1st-4th
October, 2018

•

Patient Engagement for Metastatic Breast Cancer Patients-Whats App Counseling
Maudgal S, e-Poster presentation | UICC World Cancer Congress, Kuala Lumpur-1st-4th October,
2018
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CPAA is an active crusader when it comes to influencing policy development relating to the rights of
cancer patients. It has been recognised globally for its campaigns on creating awareness about antitobacco legislation and assisting in its implementation, and making new generation medicines
available at affordable costs.
While COTPA anti tobacco laws were introduced in 2004, it has been through the efforts of NGOs like
CPAA that they have been enforced. Working closely with needy patients, CPAA recognises
governmental policies that are detrimental to their cause. We have worked to make sure the best,
newest and unfortunately most expensive medical treatments do not remain out of the grasp of those
who need them for financial reasons alone.
Anti-tobacco campaign: CPAA has been globally recognised for its campaigns such as Tobacco Free
Workplace, Tobacco Free Bus Stations and Tobacco Free Police Stations and assisting in
implementation of Anti-tobacco legislation. Recently, a survey conducted by CPAA on 3,000
policemen from 33 police stations in the city revealed that a high percentage of policemen in the
Mumbai Police force are addicted to tobacco. The policemen were counseled and workshops for deaddiction were conducted by CPAA. Rewards were given to those who quit. A drastic reduction in
tobacco use was observed in a follow up survey. This initiative of CPAA to make police stations
tobacco-free was greatly appreciated by the Mumbai Police.
Campaign for affordable medicines: CPAA spear-headed and won a seven year long relentless
battle against a multinational pharmaceutical company, in the Supreme court of India to make an
expensive life-saving drug available at an affordable price to scores of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML) patients. The cost of the patented drug is Rs. 1.2 Lakhs for a month, while the Generic version
costs Rs. 6,000 per month.
Yet for several underprivileged cancer patients in India the drug continues to be expensive. CPAA
realised that the battle can only be considered won when the medicine can reach every patient. CPAA
continues to support the treatment of CML patients through a special fund which ensures continuous
provision of this drug free of charge to patients. CPAA also runs a support group for CML patients at
Masina Hospital, Mumbai.
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Volunteer Training Programme: CPAA conducts a 3 day 'Psycho-Oncology Volunteers Training
Programme which aims to educate and impart basic information regarding cancer, highlighting
psychological, social problems related to cancer diagnosis and how to support and help patients and
family members. The programme has run successfully for the past ten years and over 1000 persons
have benefited from the same. The programme is useful to individuals working in the field of cancer
including employees of healthcare institutions, pharmaceutical companies and medical equipment
manufacturers as well as CSR departments of corporate groups. It initiates participants into the CPAA
approach to volunteering and counseling. The aim is to develop empathy for cancer patients by
imparting understanding of the universality of grief and loss and how to deal with it. Thereby we hope
to create dedicated volunteers for counseling patients and their family members going through the
trauma of cancer. Equally important is the application these principles have in the participants' own
lives to achieve a better understanding of their own motivations.
CPAA conducted 9 training workshops in this year. This training program has been a part of SIES
College's curriculum for post graduate diploma in Counselling for the past 10 years. Another
achievement was a Workshop conducted for Counselors at the Banaras Hindu University introducing
various aspects of cancer and psychosocial modes of coping with cancer. 60 participants including
Medical Doctors, Psychologists and Ph.D. Research Scholars were trained at the workshop.
Other programs organised were a Refresher lecture on Counseling by Dr. Vani Kulhali. Professor Jeff
Dunn from Cancer Council, Queensland spoke to a group of CPAA volunteers in Mumbai about
Volunteerism and Survivorship and a talk was delivered by Dr. Zainab Golwalla, Wadia Hospital on
Immunotherapy.
International Grants: CPAA was awarded funding for a project to improve support for metastatic
breast cancer patients in India. The 'SPARC' Grant was awarded under UICC and Pfizer's SPARC MBC
Challenge. In an open competition in which 80 projects were submitted worldwide, CPAA was one of
20 NGOs that was given this grant. This project was selected through a competitive application
process overseen by an external, multidisciplinary selection committee formed by UICC and chaired by
Dr Fatima Cardoso in Lisbon, Portugal. Based on this feedback, a Hindi app is being created with 28
talks of five minutes each. All the participants, patients, doctors, counselors, medical staff, reported
that they found the exercise useful. The app will be a permanent, universally accessible result of the
project.
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World No Tobacco Day 2017: World No Tobacco Day is an annual global WHO initiative observed
on 31 May. Every year CPAA joins WHO and the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare to highlight the
theme proposed and plan activities
which take that message further to the
masses especially the youth. Amongst
other events to highlight this year's
theme which was "The correlation
between cardiovascular disease and
tobacco use", CPAA's Mumbai, New
Delhi and Pune branches conducted
Awareness lectures about the ill-effects
of tobacco and cancer screening camps
for high-risk groups throughout the
month of May. Bollywood and Mumbai
Police pledged their support to CPAA's
call for a Tobacco Free Nation on the
occasion. The musical duo of Salim-Sulaiman performed to a packed audience at Rangsharda,
Mumbai at an exclusive concert. Holiday packages sponsored by Kesari tours were awarded to five
Mumbai Police personnel for giving up tobacco.
Ghazal Khazana 2017: In its 16th year,
Ghazal Khazana paid respects and
celebrated legendary poets past and
present.

The

performances

show
by

featured

Anup

Jalota,

Bhupinder and Mitali Singh, Talat Aziz,
Pankaj Udhas, Rekha Bharadwaj, Javed
Ali, Papon, Sona Mohapatra, Sudeep
Banerjee, Parthiv Gohil, Samir and
Dipalee Date, Gayatri Asokan, Pooja
Gaitonde, Aabhas Joshi, Mirande Shah
and Sneha Shanker. This festival aims
to raise funds for CPAA and Parents
Association Thalassemic Unit

Trust

(PATUT). The hospitality partner, Oberoi Hotels welcomed Ghazal aficionados and CPAA and PATUT
patrons on 21 and 22 July 2017 at their hotel at Nariman Point, Mumbai for this 2-day festival. Mrs
Amruta Fadnavis not only graced the event as our Chief Guest, but also joined the medley of our
esteemed singers on popular request. Salim Arif, Lubna Salim, Rakshanda Khan and RJ Anmol ably
hosted the 2 musical evenings. Nayaab Udhas and The Event company team made sure that the entire
show was flawless. We are grateful to Union Bank for supporting us for the last 16 years.
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Cancer Rose Day 20
017: Cancer Patients Aid
d Association
n’s call for the public to cconnect with
h patients
ptember 22, 1994. Rose Day provides opportun
nities for the
e general
personally was launched on Sep
o express co
ompassion an
nd goodwill towards pattients underg
going treatm
ment at hosp
pitals and
public to
treatmen
nt centres alll over India. For the lastt twenty four years, Rose
e Day has grrown in stren
ngth and
sentim
ment, with increased partticipation
of peo
ople who w
wish to reach
h out to
cancerr

patients

and

care
ers

with

compa
assion, and love and brin
ng smiles
to rekkindle hope
e in their liives. We
celebrrated Rose Day this ye
ear, from
14th September to 14th October.
Effortss

were

foccused

on

bringing

magical momentss of relief to
o cancer
nts
patien

through
h

warm,

heartfelt

gesturres–gifts, son
ng, dance, music
m
and
fun in addition to all the otherr support
e to them on an
that we provide
ng basis. The highlightt of the
ongoin
project was a masss distribution
n of goodie
e bags laden
n with utilitiies, toiletriess, toys and goodwill
es to over 4,000 patie
ents at treattment centrres across Mumbai,
M
Ne
ew Delhi an
nd Pune.
message
Approprriate enterta
ainment was organized to create moments
m
of fun for the
e patients in
n various
hospitals and dharamshalas. Kid
ds were given
n bags stuffe
ed with toyss, colouring b
books, crayo
ons, story
a
other go
oodies. Dancce and song programme
es kept them
m entranced and helped them to
books and
forget their trauma for a while. Rose Day has emerge
ed as that unique opporrtunity to ch
hannelize
er. Nurtured and grown by CPAA's band of
compasssion into a sustainable campaign against cance
committted voluntee
ers and workers, 22nd Se
eptember is today
t
observved as Natio
onal Cancer Rose
R
Day
in India.
K
Live 2017: A charity
c
Amit Kumar
concert showcasing a popular mix
m of
endary Kish
hore Kumar'ss and
the lege
Amit Ku
umar's songss was organissed at
Rangsha
arda, Bandra
a on 7th Occtober
2017. Amit
A
Kumar and his troupe
t
performed to a fulll house aud
dience.
e
are used for
Proceeds from the event
the

treatment

underprivileged

and
c
cancer

e
care

of

pa
atients

ed by CPAA.
supporte
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Colourss of Life 201
17: CPAA orrganised its 13th annual art exhibitio
on and sale,, Colours of Life, the
proceeds of which support
s
the treatment of
o needy chiildren sufferiing from cancer through
h sale of
affordable art. The
e show open
ned on 8
mber
Decem

at

th
he

Viewing

Room,

Colaba
a. 72 Indian masters, se
enior and
contem
mporary arttists from all over
India came togetther for one
e of the
hows in the
e city of
biggesst group sh
Mumb
bai, showcasiing an amazing array
of 134
4 artworks. The diversitty of the
paintin
ngs in terms of genres, mediums,
m
sizes, and price range provvided an
opporrtunity to arrt collectors,, interior
decora
ators and firrst time buyyers alike
to purrchase paintiings by emin
nent and
upcom
ming artists. Some of the
t
wellknown artists
a
who participated were Ajay De, Badri Narayan,
N
Buw
wa Shete, Ch
haran Sharm
ma, Datta
Bansode
e, Gurcharan Singh, H R Das, Jaideep
p Mehrotra, Jagannath
J
Pa
aul, Jayasri B
Burman, Lalitha Lajmi,
Madhuri Bhaduri, Na
ayanaa Kanodia, Niladri Paul,
P
Nishantt Dange,Pare
esh Maity, Sa
amir Mondal,, Sanatan
S
Kohli, Suhas Roy, T.
T Vaikuntam
m and several other artistts who have pledged sup
pport and
Dinda, Seema
contribu
uted their cre
eations for a good cause.

Cancer

World

Day

CPAA

2018:

posium and open
conductted a symp
forum

on

Cervical

‘Curren
nt

Cancer:

Challenges

Screening,

in

Early

on and Pre
evention’ on
n 4th
detectio
Februaryy, 2018 (World Cancer Day)
D
at
May

F
Fair

Banque
ets,

Worli.

The

symposiium was supported by UICC
(Union

for

Interrnational

C
Cancer

G
for the
e event
Control). The Chief Guest
gist Dr Sure
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Gynecologist,
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peaker,
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Prevention. Noted city
a
Dr Aparrna Bhanusha
ali along witth Dr Sarita Bhalerao parrticipated in the panel discussion
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owed. Aboutt 100 doctorrs, students and
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nt walks of life participate
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interactive open forrum. Dr. Dha
ananjaya Sarranath from CPAA, moderated the p
panel discussion and
niors shared their though
ht provoking
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ary ideas
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p
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on cervical cancer prevention,
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International Childhood Cancer Day 2018: International Childhood Cancer Day (ICCD) is globally
celebrated each year on February 15th to instill hope for all children and adolescents diagnosed with
cancer. Originally commemorated in
2002, ICCD is a day founded by
Childhood Cancer International (CCI), a
global

network

organizations

in

of

188-member

96

countries.

It

highlights the need for concerted
global actions to address the growing
challenge

posed

by

this

non-

communicable disease. It is a day
when we come together to continue
the work to “Advance Cures and
Transform

Care”

and

to

make

childhood cancer a national and global
child health priority. On the occasion
of International Childhood Cancer Day, CPAA organised an entertainment programme for children at
the B J Wadia Hospital, Mumbai under the aegis of the Ashok and Sharada Sarnaik Endowment Fund.
Singer Sangeeta Vyas's performance of popular songs and the magic show kept the children
thoroughly entertained. Utility items were gifted to all. AIIMS, New Delhi invited childhood cancer
patients from CPAA to participate in a workshop on ‘Traditional toys and craft’ conducted by the
National museum.

Tata Mumbai Marathon 2018: 2018
was CPAA's 15th year of participation in
the Tata Mumbai Marathon. Cancer
Patients Aid Association was awarded
the trophy for being the 4th highest
fundraising NGO from a total of 260
NGOs who participated this year. Our
top

fundraisers,

KVS

Manian

and

Manish Kothari were recognised for
being the TMM Change Icons.
This year too actress Tara Sharma
continued to pledge her support to
CPAA.
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Caring with Style 2018: Cancer Patients Aid Association and Pidilite presented the 13th edition of
Caring with Style at the Dome NSCI,
Mumbai on 25th February 2018. This
annual

extravaganza

showcased

exclusive collections of Shaina NC and
Abu

Jani

and

Sandeep

Khosla.

Achievers from various walks of life
sashayed down the ramp to raise funds
for the treatment of people suffering
from cancer. Musicians Sachin Jigar and
Singers Amal Malik and Harshdeep
Kaur enthralled the audience with their
performances. Prominent personalities
who walked the ramp were Aditi
Govitrikar, Arbaaz Khan, Dilip Joshi, Dolly Thakore, Indu Shahani, Samir Soni with power-couple Zaheer
Khan and Sagarika Ghatge as the show stoppers, along with a bevy of Indian super models. Actress
Sonakshi Sinha graced the occasion as the chief guest.

International Womens' Day 2018: International Women's Day was celebrated by CPAA's Mumbai,
New Delhi and Pune branches by organising various events of interest for the brave women battling
the big 'C'. Awareness lectures and early detection camps were organised to remind women to find
time to take care of themselves whilst
they look after their families. A support
group

meeting

gave

patients

and

caregivers a chance to interact with
experts in the field to resolve their
queries. An International Women’s Day
party was organised by Pune's Sheraton
Grand Hotel. The women truly were
treated like Queens...welcome drinks, a
sumptuous buffet and an array of
desserts. Patrons sponsored gifts to all
the wonderful women as appreciation of
the spirit that keeps them going to face
their fight against the Big ‘C’. A spa afternoon was arranged for women cancer patients at the Javed
Habib beauty salon. Head massages, hair-cuts and styles, facials, manicures and pedicures were given
to ensure that they felt pampered and special.
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Salaam Noni Aapa Show: Producer-Director,
Lillete Dubey presents a fundraising evening
show of her acclaimed play SALAAM, NONI
APPA, based on a short story from Twinkle
Khanna's new bestseller titled ''The Legend of
Lakshmi Prasad”. The play boasts a star cast of
Yateen Kareyar, Jayati Bhatia, Rishi Khurana,
Gillian Pinto and Lillete Dubey herself. Salaam,
Noni Appa is a play about breaking stereotypes,
taking chances, rediscovering what makes life
truly meaningful and worth living. Proceeds from
the show on 24th March 2018 at the Sophia
Auditorium, Breach Candy at 7:30 pm were
donated to CPAA.
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Mr Y K Sa
apru, Founde
er Chairman and CEO of CPAA was conferred
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ancer Care India, an
umbrella body of over 50 NGOs from
f
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t
cancer ccare mission, at their
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Annual meeting hoste
ed by the Co
oimbatore Cancer Association on
mber.
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a
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ony was orga
anised by Drr Prabha Yadav (Prof and
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o Plastic and
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part of their
t
Plastic Surgery
S
Awarreness Week in July 2017
7.
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ushruta Award on 25
CPAA's An
December instituted by the Indian Dental Asso
ociation from
m Minister
or Civil Avia
ation, Mr. Jayant Sinha for her anti tobacco
of State fo
campaignss.
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Aurangaba
adkar

was

felicitated

by

Konarrk

Cancer

edicated servvice at Tata Memorial
Foundattion for 25 years of de
Hospitall, Mumbai.

he 4th highe
est fundraisin
ng NGO at the
t TATA
CPAA wass declared th
Mumbai Marathon 2018. KVS Manian & Ma
anish Kotharii the top
d for being th
he TMM Change Icons.
fundraisers recognised

CPAA's Dr. Dhananjjaya Saranatth, was invitted to be part
p
of the
m
of National In
nstitute of
Scientificc Advisory Council meeting
Patholog
gy, ICMR, De
elhi along with Dr. Vijay Kumar,
K
DDG,, ICMR, Dr.
Sunita Saxena and Dr.
D Tyagi on 14
1 Decemberr.
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Pallavi Shinde and Minal Parab attended the International Cancer Conference, Nepal

PHOSSCON 2018
CPAA's Patient Care Department participated in
the PHOSSCON conference on childhood
cancers held from 24-26th December in
Kolkota. Vinaya Chacko co-chaired a session
and was part of a panel discussion while Mallika
Narayan spoke about holistic care.

IAPCON 2018
Halima Aurangabadkar and Mallika Narayan
attended Palliative Conference IAPCON 2018 at
AIIMS Delhi from 22nd to 25th February’18.
Mallika Narayan presented a poster on the
topic ”Coping strategies for End of Life and
Bereavement Care”.
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Monetary Contribution
Abacus Project LLP
(For Parthenon)

Aditya Birla Finance

Aditya Birla Group

Aishwarya Rai Bachchan

Amit Bhartia

Amol Mehta

Amy Figuereda

Anant Singhania

Apcotex Industries Ltd.

Arihant Chemist

Aruna Daswani

Arvind Dhekne

Ashok Kothari

ASK Group

ASK Traders

Bank of Baroda

Bank of India

Beena Jethani

Beyond Wallets Foundation

Bharat Desadla

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited

Bhojwani

Bristlecone India Ltd.

Central Bank of India

Chandresh Shah

Childhood Cancer International

Citi Bank

Clover Build Corp

Deepika Jindal

Delnaaz Bulsara

Deloitte

Deloitte Shared Services

Deutsche Bank

Deutsche Equities India Pvt Ltd

Deutsche India Holidays
Pvt Ltd.

Dhun & Manek Shroff Memorial Trust

Dolly Mistry

Dr Reddy's Laboratories

Dr. Sameer Melinkeri

Dr. Shona Nag

Duroshox Pvt. Ltd.

E. G. Kantawalla Pvt. Ltd.

Earnest John & Co.ltd

Emcure Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

eNyota Learning

Ethix Realtors Pvt. Ltd.

Exim Bank of India

Forbes Marshall

Godrej & Boyce Co Ltd.
Golwala

General Insurance Corporation
of India
Happy Minds International
School

Global Charity Foundation (GCF)
Hardeodas Agarwalla Trust

Harish Daswani

Harnik General Foods Pvt. Ltd.

Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited

Hira Nair

HSBC Bank

Inner Wheel Club of Bombay Midtown.

ICICI Bank

Indian Oil Corporation

Industrial Metal Powder (I) Pvt. Ltd.

Inner Wheel club of Bombay

I Place India

International Gemological Institute

IRCTC

Jayashree Basak

Jewelex

Jiten Goswami

Johnson & Johnson

JSW IP Holdings Pvt. Ltd.

Judy Rodrigues

Just Dial Ltd.

Kalpataru Retail Ventures Pvt. Ltd.

Kotak Mahindra Bank

Lal Tahilramani

Laljee Gadho

Larsen & Toubro Infotech

Late Kusumtai Deshpande
Charitable Trust

Lions Club of Byculla

Lion & Lioness Club of Cuffe
Parade

Lions Club of Vakola

Life Insurance Corporation of India

Lions Clubs International

Loksatta

Loveleena Shah

M K Tata Trust

Macquarie Group Foundation

Mahindra & Mahindra

Manju Bhargava

Manu Parpia

Makers Development Service Pvt. Ltd

Mariyam Shareek

Maureen Almedia

Mazgaon Docks Shipbuilders Ltd.

Meher Bharucha

Milan Maheshwari

Mithu Bhargava
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Mohini Sharma Mane

Mr. Niraj Jain (Subkuch)

N K Sharma

N R Charity Trust

Navdeep Chemicals

Nazneen U. Kothavala

Nihilent Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Nitin Marwah

Nitin Thakkar

ONGC

Oriental Insurance Company

Oxford Shelters Pvt. Ltd.

Palshetkar Jewellery

Persistent Systems Ltd.

Pfizer

Pidilite Industries Limited

Pirosha Godrej Foundation

Pramila Shantilal Shah Charity Foundation

Pride Hotel Ltd.

Priya Satelkar

Priyanka Ghode

Pudumjee Paper Product Ltd.

Rajagopalan

Rajat Sethi

Rajeev Kale

Rashmi Rao

Rati Datta

Roda Mehta

Rodha Sethna

Rotary Club of Bombay Hanging Garden

Roopa Kudva

Rohit Shetty

Rotary Club of Poona Charity Trust

Rotary Foundation

Rythm Foundation

S D Kulkarni

S Kumar's

Sachin Padwal

Sanjeevani Trust

Sania Khan

Settna Memorial Foundation

Seth Bhojraj Hassomal Charitable Trust

Shalini Varma

Shamiksha S. Deshpande

Shamrao Vittal Co-operation bank Ltd

Sharada & Ashok Sarnaik

Shashi Khatkate

Shree Mumbadevi Mandir Charities

Sheela Vasudeva

Shireen Bharucha

Shri Karsondas Vissanji Trust

Shobha Kapoor

Sir Kikabhai Premchand Trust
Settlement

Shree Mahalakshmi Temple Charities

Siyaram Silk Mills

Snehal Laud

Smt. Premlata Vandravan Shah Charities

St. Micheals Medical Trust

Subhadra Maudgal

Suma Shilp Ltd.

State Bank of India

Suraj Sunil Parakh

Surendra Nath

Sun Pharma

Sushila Pallicha

Surendar Mohan Helpline Charitable Trust

T U Shenava

Tata AIG Insurance Company

Tata Elxsi

Tadiwala Dharamshala Trust

Tavescor Charitable Trust

The National Assurance Co. Ltd

Tata Investment Corp Ltd

The Prems Hotel

Titan / Tanishq

Toddlers Nursery

Tribhovandas Bhimji Zaveri

Ujwala Raje

Umeed Z. Kothavala

UICC

United Insurance

United Ways of Mumbai

Union Bank of India

Vaishali Nrityaniketan

Vanaz Engineers Ltd.

Vasumati Pramod Talera

Videojet Technologies pvt.ltd

Vivek Anand Oberoi

Vu Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Vijay Shanti Marketing

Xpanxion International

Xytel India Pvt. Ltd.

XL India Business Services Pvt.
Ltd.

Y M Desai

Yashraj Biotechnology Ltd

Z S Associates

Zarine Kothavala

Zonta Club of Bombay III

The New India Assurance
Company Ltd.
ThyssenKrupp Industrial
Solutions (India) Private
Limited

United World College of South
East Asia
Urmila Devi Memorial
Charitable Trust

Zoroashtrian Bank
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Non-Monetary Contribution
Acharya Products

Annie Thomas (Kailashdham)

Arwa Rajkotwala (Giants Club of Mazgaon)

Archana Mittal

Ashwin Sadh

Big Basket

College of Agricultural Banking

Cushman & Wakefield

Cytel Statistical Software and Services

Design Orb

Dabur Real Fruit Juices

Deepak Fertilizers & Petrochemicals Corp Ltd.

Dorabjees

DFM Foods

Dhirajbhai Mehta

Dr. Vinata Kadle

Extentia

Friends Library

Ganesh Chordiya

Gits Company

Godrej Consumer Products

GSB Temple Trust

Guneet Ahluwalia

Harvest Gold Ltd.

Himalaya Drug Company

Hiralal Bhai Shah

Jagannath Shetty

Jalpa Shah

Jaythar

Kishorbhai Shah

Krishna Adhilkar

Kumar Sutrave

Kush Kapoor

Kusum Jain

Laxmi

Lighthouse Solutions

Leena Gandhi (Inner wheel Club of Bombay Queens Necklace)

Madhukar Kamath

Madison

Mahavir Tea centre

Mapro

Marico India Ltd. (Aruna Shetty)

Marico Ltd

Mars Hospitalilty Services Pvt. Ltd.

Mita Banerjee

Mukhta

Nadi

Nandkumar Menon

Naseema

Nestle India Ltd

Nilima

National Eggs Co ordination Company
Nayana Dhanki (Inner Wheel Club of Bombay
Airport)

Nuage Toys

Parul Majethia

Penosh Services

PMS Office Magarpatta City

Poonam Bhatia

Pushpa Bisaria

Radha Pethe

Rajashree Parakh

ROWA(Revenue Officers Women Association)

Ranjana

S Kumar's

S L Goyal

Sable & Waghire Company

Sachin Nahar

Safdarbhai

Sangeet Sagar Bal Mitra Mandal

Shabbirbhai - Sterling Bags

Shailesh Modi

Shakti

Shanthi Bhatkar

Shekhar Mundada

Shubham

Siyaram

Smt. Purnima Kamat- Satya Saibaba Santhan

Sumangala Kumar

Sumeru Beverages Pvt. Ltd.

Tanaz Rao

The Viewing Room

Tips Industries

Vimaltai Waghle

Yasmeen

Yatinbhai Zaveri (Keshavlal Kilachand Charitable Trust)
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Community Contributors
Bai Avabai Petit Girls High School

Cathedral & John Connon School

Club Oasis

Copper Chocs

Crescent High School

DPYA School

Dr. Erin Nagarwalla School

Foodland Restuarant

Hotel Woodland

I C Church

Inner Wheel Club of Pune
Daffodils

Monica Garments

Nargis Dutt foundation

Our Lady of Remedy Church

Our Lady of Remedy High School

Pearl Printers

Phoenix Marketcity

Pidilite Industries Ltd.

RC Bombay Midcity

RC Bombay Midcity(Deonar)

Rangoonwala Community Centre

Rotary Club

Royal Connaught Boat Club

Sardar Dastur Hoshang Boys High School

Sardar Dastur Noshirwan Girls
High School

Streehitakarini Community Centre

Teri Dairy

The Bishop’s Co Ed School, Undri

The Orbis School

Unity Charitable Trust

CSR Tie-Ups
ACI Worldwide Consulting India
Pvt. Ltd.

Ador Welding Ltd.

Cox and Kings foundation

Dalal Engineering Pvt Ltd.

Franklin Templeton Services

General Insurance of Corporation Of
India

Global Foundation

Oil and Natural Gas Corporation

Nihchal Israni Foundation

Rotary Foundation

Sud Chemie India Pvt. Ltd.

Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
Tata Capital Financial Services Ltd
Tribhovandas Bhimji Zaveri Ltd.

The New India Assurance Company
Pvt Ltd
Universal Comfort Products
Limited (Voltas)

The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd.
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•

Cheque / Bank Draft Payment:
Direct donations can be made by Cheque or Bank Draft in favour of
‘CANCER PATIENTS AID ASSOCIATION’ and sent to:
Ms. Gulshan Hodiwalla
Cancer Patients Aid Association, Dr. Vithaldas Parmar Research & Medical Centre,
Unit No. 6, Sumer Kendra, S S Amrutwar Road, Worli, Mumbai – 400 018
Phone: 022-2494-0011 / 91

•

NEFT / RTGS Transfer:
NEFT / RTGS details are available on request for a direct online transfer of funds to CPAA.
Email online@cancer.org.in to know more

•

Credit Card: A online donation can be made through CPAA's Verisign-secured website
www.cancer.org.in for donations through your credit card.

•

Donate via Paytm: Download the Paytm app on your Smart Phone, Scan
CPAA's QR code on the right, Make Donations of any denomination

•

Redemption of Credit Card Reward Points: Donate to CPAA by redeeming Citibank credit card
reward points online or ‘Donate to charity’ via HDFC Netbanking. You can also visit HSBC's
website and redeem your rewards point to donate to CPAA.

* Note all donations to CPAA are exempt from Income Tax under Section 80-G of the Income Tax Act
(50% tax exemption). You will receive a tax exemption certificate along with a receipt for the amount
donated.
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Registered Office
5, Malhotra House, Opp. GPO, Mumbai – 400 001
Tel : (+91 22) 2269 8964 / 2269 3790
Fax : (+91 22) 2269 7255
Email :admin@cancer.org.in
Administrative Office
Smt. Panadevi Dalmia Cancer Management Centre
King George V Memorial, Dr. E Moses Road, Mahalaxmi, Mumbai – 400 011
Tel : (+91 22) 2492 4000 / 2492 8775
Email : online@cancer.org.in
Corporate Office
Dr. Vithaldas Parmar Research & Medical Centre
Unit No. 6, ‘Sumer Kendra', Behind Mahindra Tower, Shivram Seth Amrutwar Road,
Worli, Mumbai – 400 018
Tel : (+91 22) 2494 0011 / 2494 0091
Email: webmaster@cancer.org.in
Diagnostic Centre
Lila Kishanchand Shahani Clinical Diagnostic Centre, Naigaon Municipal Maternity Hospital,
1st Floor, Dahivalkar Road, Opp. BDD Chawl, No. 6&7, Next to Police Ground,
Naigaon, Mumbai - 400 014
Tel: (+91 22) 2412 1680
Email: diagnostics@cancer.org.in
Branch Offices
New Delhi
H/1572, Chittaranjan Park,
New Delhi – 110 019

Pune
8, Uttam Tower, Above Nene Hospital,
Nagar Road, Pune – 411 006

Ms. Kiran Hukku (Director)
Tel : (+91 11) 2627 0470 / 2627 2298
Email : kiran.hukku@cancer.org.in

Ms. Sumangala Sapru (Director)
Tel : (+91 20)2669 6636 / 91+ 73787 59707
Email : sumangala.sapru@cancer.org.in

Website: www.cancer.org.in
Social Media Connect:
www.facebook.com/CPAAIndia | www.twitter.com/CPAAIndia | www.instagram.com/CPAAIndia
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